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Hi All, 

 

I have finally started to use the 49962 Mail-Car with Steam Sound Effects on my layout and found I 

needed to fine tune the decoder settings and I also found some discrepancies’ in the documentation. 

 

A Little History 
I thought this article was just another tip on how I upgraded the coach by adding LED lighting but as I 

researched my trains I rediscovered some interesting facts. 

 

Märklin released 49962 (steam sound) and 49964 (diesel sound) sound effects cars for the period 2005-

2006. 
 

Discrepancies’ 
 

When I looked at the catalogues for 2005 and 2006 I found the information wasn’t the same. 

 

2005 

 

2006 

For a closer look have a look at the supplied 2005-2006 PDF file size 1,252Kb  

 

 

http://members.ozemail.com.au/~rossstew/rms/files/2005_2006.pdf
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2005 What’s Different for 49962 and 49964 

 

49962        49964 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2006 What’s Different for 49962 and 49964 

 

49962        49964 
 

 

In the 2005 catalogue the descriptions are more detailed and for the 49962 I have, the functions match the 

description. 

 

Are the 2006 descriptions incorrect or did Märklin make a different sound version under the same 

catalogue numbers? I think they are incorrect. 
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Discrepancies’ continued 

 

For the 49962 instructions page 3 below 

 Function f7 is an Air Pump.  

 Note 1) only applies to the function f7, all other functions marked with 
1
 work without function f1 

sounds being on). 

 Function f13 is an Injector which is missing from the instructions list. 

 Control Unit: should read Control Unit 6021 for Motorola protocol (MM). 

 The decoder has a default address = 04 but the LokSound V3.0 M4 (mfx) decoder has a 

secondary Motorola address = 05. 

 Functions f5, f6, f7and f8 can be controlled on the 6021 with the secondary address. 

 Central Station: Operation is possible please see text Manual Consist Operation page 8. 
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LED Light Upgrade 
 

The coach lighting must have LED lights to reduce power consumption on the layout and be digitally 

controlled. Below you can see the finished results. I kept the LED brightness very low to match the rest of 

the train lighting. 

This coach wasn’t designed to allow coach lights to be used as there isn’t any provision to mount a 

standard LED lighting unit (73400 lighting kit). I decided to see if I could improve the coach by adding 

LED lights as the train made up of several coaches with LED lighting looked strange when this coach 

didn’t have any lights . 

Once the coach shell was removed I noticed the PCB adapter board had a few tracks with unconnected 

solder pads at each end and I wondered what they were intended for. I traced the tracks back to the 

decoder and found that the blue track is the +Pole on pin 16 of the decoder. The yellow track is F0 rear 

light on pin 7 of the decoder and the white track is F0 front light on pin 8 of the decoder. 

I cut two warm white LEDs from a strip with adhesive backing and positioned the LEDs as shown. The 

LEDs are wired in series with the 1k resistor soldered to the cathode of the left hand LED see wiring 

diagram below. 

 

Wiring Diagram Coach LED Lighting (typical) 
 

 

 

 

 

+Plus 

F0f 

1k 

45mm 
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Wiring Continued 

 

The remaining lead of the resistor was bent around the edge of the PCB and soldered to the F0f white 

track (see red arrow). The black wire from the anode of the right hand LED above was soldered to the 

+Pole blue track (see orange arrow). 

The photo above shows a side view of the coach layout. 

 

The time taken for this quick LED upgrade was just over 1 hour and well worth the effort. 

 

 

Opinion Time 
 

Märklin should have included LED lighting for this coach. 
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Decoder Requirements 
 

The decoder in this coach is a LokSound V3.0 M4 (mfx). Using the LokProgrammer version 5.0.7 I 

mapped the F0 lights to always switch the front light on in either forward or reverse direction.  

 

 
 

 

The light intensity was turned down to a low value 

of 25. 

 

Braking Sound Threshold 
 

With the 49962 sound car assembled in a train I discovered that the TrainController schedules slowed the 

train at a nice gradual speed, when the train stopped the brake sound never sounded. I wanted the brake 

sound to always operate and if I didn’t want to hear the brakes I could mute the sound by using function 

f8 to turn the brake sound off. 

 

Using the ECoS central unit and the car on the programming track I made some decoder settings 

adjustments. This is an easy process to do with the mfx decoder. 

 

The process is to ‘Edit loco’ (the Car) via the  spanner on the ECoS and select the Advanced Tab 

menu. Select the Drive settings icon. 

 

 

The Acceleration time was set at 3.0 seconds so the steam sound would start quickly when the 

TrainController schedule started the train. 

 

The Braking time was set to 6.0 seconds. 

To save the changes I selected the arrow pointing to the track  icon.  
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Brake Sound Threshold continued 

The music/sound  icon is selected and page 2/2 

is selected with the right arrow  icon.  

 

The default Braking sound threshold was set to a 

value of 28. 

 

I halved the braking sound threshold to a value of 

14. 

The changes where saved by selecting the arrow 

pointing to the track  icon. 

 

Select the Tick  icon to exit editing the 

locomotive. 

 

 

Testing the Brake Threshold 

 

Under the Edit loco tab the M4 (mfx) protocol is shown with the default MM address set to 4 and just 

below that address the box Use 28 speed steps is ticked. This maps the M4 (mfx) 126 speed step to 28 

speed steps for easy manual and TrainController control.  

 

On the ECoS speed dial I selected speed step 14 then waited for the speed to reach that speed with the 

locomotive f1 sounds on. After a pause I selected speed step 0 and the loco decelerated quickly and the 

brakes sounds could be heard. The process was repeated by decreasing the start speed by one speed step 

each time until the brake sounds couldn’t be heard, one speed step above this point is the brake threshold. 

 

I finally found that by decreasing the Braking sound threshold to a value of 7 the braking sound would 

still activate at speed step 4. Since TrainController divides the ECoS speed steps into 14 speed steps, 

Speed step 4 on the ECoS dial = speed step 2 in TrainController. All my locomotives in TrainController 

have a threshold speed of speed step 2. Since the brake sound threshold on the ECoS dial is speed step 3 

(blue arrow) the break sound will always activate in TrainController because the value of 1.5 speed steps 

is lower than the threshold speed of the train which has a value of  2. 
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Manual Consist Operation 
 

With my experimentation using consists I have concluded there are three levels of using train consists 

which allow the assembly of a number of locomotives into a train consist which can be controlled 

simultaneously. These can be described as Simple, Basic and Advanced. 

 

Simple Consist 
 A simple consist is where all the locomotives have the same digital address and digital protocol. 

 No setup required on the digital controller 

 Two or more locomotives with the same digital address using the Motorola protocol (MM). 

 Two or more locomotives with the same digital address using the DCC protocol. 

 All like locomotive functions must match function number. 

 Locomotives must be speed matched. 

 Simple Consist Negatives 

 Locomotives with different digital protocols can’t be used. 

 Locomotives with different digital address can’t be used. 

 All like locomotive functions for all locomotives operate together. 

 

Basic Consist 
 A basic consist is where locomotives can have mix of digital addresses and protocols. 

 Modern digital controller requires locomotive consist setup. 

 All like locomotive functions must match function number. 

 Locomotives must be speed matched. 

 Basic Consist Negatives 

 All like locomotive functions for all locomotives operate together. 

 Modern digital controller locomotive consist must be deleted to regain control of individual 

locomotives. 

 

Advanced Consist 
 An advanced consist is where locomotives can have mix of digital addresses and protocols. 
 Locomotive decoders require consist setup for second locomotive address and function assignments.  

 Modern digital controller requires locomotive consist setup using second locomotive addresses. 

 Modern digital controller must have locomotives with first and second address as individual locomotives. 

 Second address locomotives require list of allowable functions. 

 Individual control of the locomotives can be regained by setting CV19=0 using POM programming for 

that locomotive. 

 Locomotive consists don’t have to be deleted from the modern digital controller 

 All like locomotive functions must match function number. 

 Locomotives must be speed matched. 

 Individual functions on the trailing locomotives not in the functions list can be addressed by a second 

controller 

 Advanced Consist Negatives 

 All like locomotive functions for all locomotives operate together that are in the second address 

locomotive functions list. 

 Higher operator skill level required. 
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Creating Consists with the ECoS 
 

Here is an extract of the consisting 

capabilities for the ECoS from the 

latest user manual. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For mfx decoders the number of 

speed steps is 126. 

 

This is an important note. 

 

All locomotive functions for the 

locomotives in the train consist 

should be the same type to prevent 

damage to locomotive functions 

such as Telex couplers. 
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Manual Basic Consist Operation for 49962 

 

Using modern central units with multiple protocols it is possible to combine a locomotive with one 

protocol and the 49962 Sound Car with the M4/mfx protocol. The locomotive and sound car can be 

combined into a train consist to be run as one train. 

  

On one of the single loco speed dial locations select 

the  icon, then select New consist. 

 

Under the ‘Create consist’ tab a list of available 

locos appears. Select the loco required then hit the 

icon.  

Now select the next loco and hit the icon once 

more. 

The photo below shows the completed consist 

with the sound car first because of all the 

functions available followed by the locomotive 

that will pull the train. 

Now it’s time to select the Advanced Tab above 

 

Select a symbol that represents the train consist 

then name the train consist as shown in the photo 

right. 
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Manual Basic Consist Operation for 49962 continued 

 

In this example I named the Consist ‘Munich 

Consist’. 

 

Select the Tick  icon to exit editing the 

locomotive consist. 

 

The Munich Consist is on the right ECoS control 

window and I have also displayed the consist 

locomotive on the left ECoS control window. 

 

 

The locomotive in the left ECoS control window has 5 functions F0 to F4 and is a (DCC) D28 protocol 

and it also shows it is part of a consist MULTI with 28 speed steps. 

 

The ‘Munich Consist’ in the right ECoS control window is the leading locomotive and has 14 functions 

F0 to F13 and also shows it is part of consist ‘MULTI’ with 126 speed steps. For the 49962 sound car 

which is not driven, the locomotive ‘(081) C2004 Tlx R’ will pull the sound car but is not the primary 

locomotive in the train consist. 

 

Function Operations 

 

The available functions in a consist are determined 

by the leading loco who’s functions will be displayed 

on the ECoS control window. The activated 

functions will be signalled to all locos in the train 

consist. 

 

If function F0 is turned on in the Munich Consist 

window then F0 function is also turned on for all the 

locomotives in the consist. 

 

Caution: - 

If function F1 is turned on for the 49962 steam sound 

effects in the Munich Consist window then F1 

function is also turned on for all the locomotives in 

the consist. In the case right the Telex coupler is turned on and will remain on while F1 function is used. 

Depending on the type of Telex coupler this could cause damage to the Telex coupler. 
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Manual Basic Consist Operation for 49962 continued 

 

Avoiding Conflicting Functions 
 

The 49962 sound effects car was intended to be used with locomotives without sound functions so using a 

locomotive that only has lights would overcome conflicting functions. 

 

As a lot of locomotives produced at the time as the 49962/49964 sound cars have a few functions we need 

to find a method to avoid conflicting functions. 

 

 

Edit Locomotive Properties in the ECoS 

 

For the ‘(081) C2004 Tlx R’ locomotive I have disabled the F1 function for the Telex coupler and it will 

display as shown in the right photo. When the Munich Consist F1 function is on nothing can be switched 

for the ‘(081) C2004 Tlx R’ locomotive as the function is missing. 

 

The reason I left functions F2, F3 and F4 for the ‘(081) C2004 Tlx R’ locomotive is that the functions for 

the 49962 sound car have momentary functions for F2, F3 and F4. The functions for the ‘(081) C2004 

Tlx R’ locomotive won’t hurt to be monetarily switch on.  

 

Problems 

Each time I want to use the ‘(081) C2004 Tlx R’ locomotive as a standalone locomotive I have to do 

 Re-edit the properties and add the F1 Telex function. 

 Delete the loco from the ‘Munich Consist’ in the ECoS locomotive database. 

 Using Basic Consisting for the locomotive is cumbersome if used on a regular basis.  

 

 

There has to be a better way. 
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Manual Advanced Consist Operation for 49962 

 

For manual Advanced Consist operations the setup is more complicated and requires a higher operator 

skill level. No editing locomotive properties and adding and deleting locomotive consists is required once 

you have setup the locomotive data. 

 

Locomotive Decoder Setup 
 

For DCC decoders there is a 

consist setup that is setup once. 

 

In this case the primary loco 

address is CV 1=81 

 

The DCC consist address is the 

second loco address for loco 81 

CV 19 = 102 

 

This can be changed by POM 

(programming on the main). 

 

There are 14 Active functions 

in consist mode that can be 

enabled. 

 

The front F0f and rear F0r 

lights in this case have been 

enabled 

 

The photo shows the ESU LokProgrammer is used to make these settings. 

 

Setting up a second locomotive address with restricted functions is good practice for locomotives used in 

consists. 
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Manual Advanced Consist Operation for 49962 continued 

 

Secondary Locomotive Address Setup in the ECoS 
 

I entered a new locomotive called (102) Cons L81 with the protocol set as DCC 28 and the address with 

a value of 102.  The graphics of a steam consist was selected. 

For the locomotive Properties the only function enabled was the FL function (F0f and F0r lights). 

 

The secondary address loco (102) Cons L81 is 

shown with only the light function being available. 
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Manual Advanced Consist Operation for 49962 continued 

 

The Consist for the 49962 Sound Car and the locomotive is setup in the same manner and can be referred 

to on pages 10-11. The only change is I use the secondary address locomotive (102) Cons L81 

 

The left photo shows the train consist running with 

126 speed steps under Multi for the right ECoS 

window. 

 

The left ECoS window shows the trailing locomotive 

with 28 speed steps under Multi.  

 

The 28 and 126 speeds are the same physical speeds 

as shown. 
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Ending Manual Basic Consist Operation for 49962 
 

Re-edit the properties for loco ‘(081) C2004 Tlx R’ 

and add the F1 Telex function. 

 

Delete the loco from the ‘Munich Consist’ in the 

ECoS locomotive database 

 

By deleting loco ‘(081) C2004 Tlx R’ from the 

Munich Consist, standalone control of the locomotive 

can be regained. 

 

 

All the functions are available with locomotive 

speed control. The Munich Consist only contains 

the 49962 sound car until you want to re-setup the 

Munich Consist with another locomotive. 
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Ending Manual Advanced Consist Operation for 49962 

 

POM (Programming On Main track) is used to end control of the locomotives second address to allow 

standalone operation of the locomotive with its primary address. 

 

Under Setup 2 tab for the consist locomotive select 

the button  for Main track programming (POM) 

 

Select the button  for Loco decoder and enter the 

primary locomotive address, in this example 81. 

 

For the locomotive secondary address enter 19 in the 

field for the CV #. 

 

In the Value field enter 0 (zero) and Write the value 

out to the decoder. 

 

Please note you can’t verify the written value. 

 

 

 

 

Reusing Manual Advanced Consist Operation for 49962 

 

To reset the locomotive secondary address for train 

consist operation reset CV19=102 in this example 

for the locomotive with primary address 81 as 

shown right. 

 

This operation requires a skilled operator who 

understands train consist operation and knows what 

secondary address is required for the locomotive 

selected. 

 

Constructed Train Consist locomotives can be found 

at the bottom of the locomotive list for consist 

operation with MULTI. 
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Manual consist operations are for operators that don’t want computer control of multiple locomotives. 

Please refer to the links below for further information. 

 

 

 

Reference Links 
 

Please read related article 49962_49964_sound_car_used_with_TrainController 

 

Please read related article 43201_43207_43211_43227_43249_43272_LED_lighting 

 

I have included the 49962 LokProgrammer project file 49962_507_ls3_M4.esux  

I have included the 3614 LokProgrammer project file 3614_507_lp3_81_consist.esux 

 

Instructions (PDF) for 49962 and 49964 in zip file Instructions_49962_49964.zip 

 

ECoS and TrainController graphics file 49962_graphics.zip 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As always enjoy your model trains. 

http://members.ozemail.com.au/~rossstew/rms/pdf/49962_49964_sound_cars_used_with_TC.docx
http://members.ozemail.com.au/~rossstew/rms/pdf/43201_43207_43211_43227_43249_43272_LED_lighting.pdf
http://members.ozemail.com.au/~rossstew/rms/files/49962_507_ls3_M4.esux
http://members.ozemail.com.au/~rossstew/rms/files/49962_507_ls3_M4.esux
http://members.ozemail.com.au/~rossstew/rms/files/Instructions_49962_49964.zip
http://members.ozemail.com.au/~rossstew/rms/files/49962_graphics.zip

